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Factors relating to regional and local
success of exotic plant species in their new
range
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INTRODUCTION

Invasive species can have severe and diverse impacts on

ecosystems (Vilà et al., 2010). Probably the most cost-effective

solution for conservation ecology and risk management is

prevention of the introduction of noxious invaders (Keller

et al., 2007). Prevention requires prediction of which species

become invasive. This need to be predictive has led to the

search for traits related to invasiveness. In many studies it has

been tested whether the invasiveness of exotic plant species can

be predicted by relating traits of the exotics to their regional

frequency of occurrence. However, regional frequency is only
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ABSTRACT

Aim To estimate invasiveness of exotic plant species, many studies have used the

frequency of occurrence within a defined region. This measure is informative on

how widespread exotics are, however, it does not inform on their local

dominance, which is crucial for conservation of biodiversity and ecosystem

functioning. The aim of the present study is to determine if regional frequency of

occurrence of exotic plant species indeed is indicative of their local dominance.

We also determined which plant traits and other factors predict regional and local

frequencies best.

Location The Netherlands.

Methods We used information on exotic plant species established in The

Netherlands and compared traits relating to their frequency of occurrence

regionally (the entire country) and their frequency of dominance locally (in 1–

100 m2 quadrats). We created minimal adequate models with factors explaining

regional frequency and frequency of local dominance of 111 exotic plant species in

The Netherlands.

Results The model that used plant traits to explain regional frequency of exotic

plant species differed from the models that best explained their frequency of local

dominance. Regionally, the factors that correlated with frequency were: life form,

height, polyploidy, length of flowering season, residence time, human use and

origin. The factors that correlated to frequency of local dominance were lateral

vegetative spread and residence time.

Main conclusions We conclude that plant traits relating to the regional

frequency of exotic plant species differ from those that relate to their frequency

of local dominance. The implication of our results is that predictive studies on

plant invasiveness based on regional frequencies may not be indicative of the local

impacts. Since the prediction of local impacts is crucial for conservation and risk

assessment, our study emphasized the need for better information on the local

abundance of exotic invaders.

Keywords

Biological invasions, database analysis, invasive plants, local dominance, plant

traits, regional frequency, spatial scale.
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one element of invasiveness, and it may not necessarily inform

on local dominance, whereas local dominance relates to the

ecological effects of plant species on local processes (Grime,

1998; Garnier et al., 2004). Therefore, conservation efforts will

be strongly dependent on proper estimates of local dominance

of exotic invaders. Therefore, we investigated how traits of

exotic plant species relate to their frequency of occurrence at a

regional scale, as compared to traits that relate to the

dominance of the exotics at local plots within that region.

The process of invasion can be characterized by several phases

(Williamson & Fitter, 1996). The last phase of the invasion

process has been described as the spread of exotic species

(Richardson et al., 2000; Theoharides & Dukes, 2007), poten-

tially indicating an impact over a large spatial scale (Pyšek &

Richardson, 2010). Therefore, regional frequency is often used as

an indicator of the invasiveness of exotic plant species (Küster

et al., 2008; Bucharova & van Kleunen, 2009; Gassó et al., 2009).

Other studies use lists of invasive or weedy species to determine

whether a species is invasive or not (Pyšek, 1998; Herron et al.,

2007; Pyšek et al., 2009), however, these comparisons may

involve subjective measurements (Richardson et al., 2000;

Colautti & MacIsaac, 2004). A great advantage of considering

regional frequency is that it can be quite objective.

Studies that use regional frequency as a measure of

invasiveness (Küster et al., 2008; Bucharova & van Kleunen,

2009; Gassó et al., 2009) usually are based on presence/absence

data of species in sub-regions of the studied region. These sub-

regions are often large grid cells, for example of circa 130 km2

in Germany (Küster et al., 2008) and 100 km2 in Spain (Gassó

et al., 2009). In some cases, sub-regions are even entire

countries (Bucharova & van Kleunen, 2009). These data on

large spatial scales are informative on spread, but they do not

reveal the impact that widespread species may have on plant

communities locally.

A positive correlation between regional frequency of occur-

rence and local dominance (Collins & Glenn, 1990; Thompson

et al., 1998; Gaston et al., 2000), has been named one of the most

general patterns in ecology (Holt et al., 2002), although there are

also exceptions (Kolb et al., 2006). According to this positive

correlation, species that are widespread regionally should also be

dominant locally, implying that traits of invasive exotic plant

species relating to their regional success also relate to their local

success. However, regional and local success of plants is

determined in part by different processes. For example regional

spread may be facilitated by effective dispersal, whereas local

dominance may be facilitated by competitiveness. Regional and

local success, therefore, are expected to correlate with different

plant traits, which is highly relevant to the search for traits that

predict the invasiveness of exotic plant species.

Locally, plant dominance is controlled by bottom-up

(resource capture, competition for these resources) and top-

down (herbivores or pathogens) factors (Price et al., 1980;

Tilman, 1982; Ricklefs, 1987). In order to spread regionally,

plants require effective dispersal traits (Kot et al., 1996; Soons

& Ozinga, 2005). In order to become locally dominant, plants

may benefit from enemy release (Keane & Crawley, 2002). For

example, neutral to positive feedback interactions between

exotic plants and soil organisms may enhance local plant

dominance (Klironomos, 2002), but it may not necessarily

influence regional invasive spread (Levine et al., 2006).

Therefore, we would expect different traits to relate to

invasiveness depending on whether invasiveness is considered

at a local or a regional scale. It has already been shown that

there are differences between the traits that relate to invasive-

ness on a continental versus a regional scale. For example,

specific leaf area relates to abundance at the continental, but

not at the regional scale (Hamilton et al., 2005). However,

such tests have not yet been made for regional versus local

scales.

We tested the hypothesis that the traits and other factors

associated with regional frequency of occurrence of exotic

plant species are different from those that are associated with

frequency of local dominance. We used two datasets from the

Netherlands, one on regional frequency and one on local

dominance of plant species. Regional frequency was quantified

by the proportion of grid cells across an entire region as large

as the Netherlands in which the plant species occur. Local

dominance was measured in our study as the frequency of local

plots where a plant species reaches a minimum coverage and

therefore termed frequency of local dominance. The data used

are highly detailed compared to many other datasets that are

available for those scales (Schaminée et al., 2009). For the

regional scale, during the 20th century in The Netherlands over

10 million records on occurrences of vascular plant species

have been collected using grid cells of 1 · 1 km2, which is

much smaller than the sizes used for such regional datasets in

many other countries. In order to quantify frequency of local

plant dominance we used data on vegetation descriptions,

so-called relevés, which also have been collected during the

past century and stored in the Dutch Vegetation Database

(Schaminée et al., 2007). This database now comprises around

500,000 relevés.

As most local data have not been collected according to a

random, or stratified random pattern, these records were

expected to be biased, for example because plant communities

highly dominated by exotic species might be underrepresented.

Therefore, we used expert judgement of field ecologists with a

wide knowledge of the Dutch flora, and analyzed how their

estimate of frequency of local abundance of the exotics would

influence our conclusions. We discuss our results in relation to

the need of conservation biologists and risk managers to obtain

accurate predictions on which introduced species have the

potential to become invasive and how the pattern of invasive-

ness in an entire region may relate to the local impacts of the

exotic invaders.

METHODS

Data collection

We used the Dutch Standard list of vascular plants (Tamis

et al., 2004) to select 270 naturalised terrestrial plant species in
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The Netherlands that are all from exotic origin and that have

established after 1500 ad. From this selection, we only

included plant species of which suitable data were available

on both regional frequency and local dominance and on plant

traits. Then, we excluded plant species that were present in less

than ten relevés. Exotic plant species that have become

naturalised after 1950 were excluded in order to reduce the

chance that the exotics have not had the time to occupy all

possible regional positions. Moreover, there were hardly any

data available on the local dominance of species that natural-

ized after 1950. Thus we were able to include 111 plant species

in our selection and these species were used to test our

hypothesis (list in Table S1).

For regional frequency we used data from the FLORBASE

database. This database contains a huge number of descrip-

tions of occurrences of plants in specified grid cells of

1 · 1 km2 covering almost all of the Netherlands, mainly

collected by volunteer botanists, from 1975 onwards (Van der

Meijden et al., 1996). These data have been used to calculate

regional frequency estimates of the 111 exotic plant species by

determining their presence in the 1 · 1 km2 grid cells of The

Netherlands (Tamis, 2005). Presence was expressed as the per

mille of the total number of square kilometres of the

Netherlands (c. 37,000) in which the species had been

observed.

The Dutch Vegetation Database (Hennekens & Schaminée,

2001) was used to collect plant dominance data on the local

scale. This database comprises descriptions of approximately

500,000 local plant communities scattered across The Nether-

lands and is independent of the FLORBASE database on

regional frequency. Each record describes the abundance of all

plant species in the plant community of the plot expressed as

percentage cover per species. The sizes of the plots depend on

the type of vegetation and ranges from 1 · 1 m2 for grasslands

to 10 · 10 m2 for forests. To our knowledge, this database is

one of the largest in its kind worldwide (Schaminée et al.,

2009). There are some biases in the data, which were solved by

using only a subset of all descriptions. For example, some plots

are monitored every year and many others not. We accounted

for this oversampling by randomly selecting one record from

re-sampled plots. We selected habitat types according to the

frequency in which these habitat types were present in The

Netherlands. Selection has been random considering the factor

time. However, most records on vegetation relevés are from

after 1975, so that only a minority of records originates from

earlier time periods. Extremely small and extremely large plots

were also removed from the selection. After all these bias-

controlling clean-ups, our selection resulted in a subset of

approximately 40,000 records.

To calculate local dominance we did not use the average

percentage cover per plot, but frequency of local dominance.

Using average cover per plot would have underrated exotic

plant species that can form dense dominant stands, but that

quite often occur as well at very low abundance. For example,

seedlings of Impatiens glandulifera are often found as a single

individual in a community, while this species regularly forms

dense stands. With huge numbers of relevés these incidences of

low abundance increase in frequency, thereby having strong

influence on the average coverage of the species. We believe

that for exotic plant species it is more relevant to analyze how

often a species becomes dominant to a level that it may

influence local processes. Therefore, we assessed how often the

exotics reach a minimum threshold of ground cover. We tried

several thresholds for the plant species. The threshold of 10%

roughly separates subordinate from (co)dominant species

(Grime, 1998). Usage of a higher threshold value (50%)

resulted in a comparable ranking of species but many species

never reach this threshold. Therefore, in order to determine

frequency of local dominance for every exotic plant species we

determined the percentage plots where that species had a

ground cover of > 10 per cent by calculating [the number of

vegetation records with that species having > 10 per cent

ground cover/the total number of vegetation records with that

plant species] · 100%.

When recording the plant communities in the field, the

selection of local plots for vegetation analysis is not always

based on completely random sampling. For example, it cannot

be excluded that the botanists (often volunteers) recording the

vegetation may have avoided plant communities with wide-

spread exotic species, as these plots might be less interesting to

botanists. To analyse a possible underrepresentation of these

invaders, the correlation between the ratio [number of local

vegetation records in which plant species have been recorded]/

[grid cell frequency] and the grid cell frequency was calculated.

This correlation was significantly negative (Spearman’s

r = )0.422, P < 0.001), indicating that widespread species

might be less often included in vegetation records as one would

assume from their regional frequency. However, analysis of a

relation between the number of local vegetation records in

which plant species have been recorded and the number of grid

cells in which the plant species have been detected revealed a

strong positive correlation (Spearman’s r = 0.704, P < 0.001).

This indicates that, although rare species might be overrepre-

sented to some extent, the number of records including a plant

species was in proportion to its regional frequency.

Another problem may be the underrepresentation of relevés

that are very densely dominated by exotic plant species, as

these plots could be unpopular among botanists. To analyse

the influence of this possible bias on the traits related to local

dominance we created a modified version of this dataset. In

this version we first stratified the data by creating six categories

from the unmodified data. Category 0% contained all values of

exactly 0%, category 5% contained all values from > 0 to 10%,

category 15% contained all values from > 10 to 20%, category

25% contained all values from > 20 to 30%, category 35%

contained all values from > 30 to 40%, category 45%

contained all values > 40% (the highest value of the original

data was 56%). Then, we asked three field experts if and how

they would change the stratified data of each of the exotic plant

species. In some cases the experts considered that the frequency

of local dominance values from the database were an under (or

over) estimation. In those particular cases we adjusted the data

T. A. A. Speek et al.
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before making further analyses using the averages of the values

provided by the three experts as the ‘frequency of local

dominance modified by experts’. Whenever values were not

modified by an expert, the original values were used for

calculation of the average. For almost half of the species at least

one of the experts proposed higher estimates, among which

species like Fallopia japonica and Heracleum mantegazzianum.

These species are among the most invasive plant species and

have high potential of forming dense dominant stands

according to databases on invasive species like DAISIE, and

Nobanis (Alberternst & Böhmer, 2006; DAISIE, 2006; Klin-

genstein, 2007) This indeed suggests that the original data may

under-represent these types of relevés heavily dominated by a

single exotic plant species. In our analyses, we included both

unmodified and modified databases and discuss the conse-

quences of one versus the other approach for the conclusions

of our study.

We used several databases to collect information on plant

traits and introduction-related factors that are characteristic

for invaders (see Table 1). Most of these traits are related to the

plant life history and they are relatively insensitive to

differences that may appear in the field due to local variation

in environmental conditions. We selected traits often found to

correlate to one of the steps in the invasion process (Pyšek &

Richardson, 2007). Traits that may have been relevant, but that

were not fully available for the exotic plant species in our

database were excluded when calculating the final model. Also,

traits correlating strongly to other traits that were already in

use (for example, growth form strongly correlates to life form

and chromosome number correlates with ploidy) were

excluded in order to avoid multi-collinearity.

Besides plant traits, a number of introduction-related factors

have shown to be important explanatory variables (Wilson

et al., 2007), like residence time and propagule pressure.

Therefore, we included period of naturalization as a measure

for residence time and information on human use as an

estimate for propagule pressure. Following the recent obser-

vation that both intracontinental range-expanders and species

from cross-continental origin can have invasive properties

(Engelkes et al., 2008), we also included the origin of species

(European vs. non-European) as a factor.

Statistical analyses

In order to analyze which traits are predicting the invasiveness

of exotic plant species on regional and local scales, we used

generalized linear models. To obtain the best minimal

adequate model we performed model selection with the

Rsearch procedure in Genstat (11th edition). From all possible

subsets we selected the model with the lowest Akaike

Information Criterion. We transformed the data on regional

abundance with a base 10 logarithm to obtain a normal error

structure. For frequency of local dominance generalized linear

models were used with an over-dispersed binomial error

structure and logit link, with a maximum value of 100 for the

original values and a maximum of 45 for the adjusted values.

Of the plant traits plant height was transformed with a base 10

logarithm to improve linearity and reduce outliers. F-values

and quasi F-values were calculated for each trait in the final

models by removing each variable. Explained variance

(R2-adjusted) for each trait was calculated as the difference

between the total R2-adjusted for the full minimal model and

that without the trait. For the binomial model for frequency of

local dominance we had to calculate these values by first

calculating the R2 by dividing the deviance of the model by the

total deviance. Then, R2-adjusted values were calculated from

these R2 values. To analyse all pair-wise differences within

multilevel factors in the minimal models, accounting for

factors that are already in the model, we used the Rpair

procedure in Genstat.

Table 1 Explanatory variables used in the model selection

analyses, with their sources and attributes.

Trait Source Attributes

Long distance

dispersal ability

Standaardlijst* Yes or no

Lateral vegetative

spread

CLOPLA3�
(initial),

PLANTATT�
(additional)

Yes or no

Life form Heukels flora§ Therophytes,

hemicryptophytes,

geophytes and

phanerophytes

Reproduction type Biobase– Unisexual, bisexual or

polygamous (=both

unisexual and

bisexual flowers on

one plant)

Maximum height Heukels flora§ In meters

Onset of flowering Heukels flora§ Month

Length of flowering

season

Heukels flora§ Number of months

Pollination vector Biobase–

(initial) and

Biolflor**

(additional)

Wind or insect

Selfing Biobase–

(initial) and

Biolflor**

(additional)

Yes (also species with

facultative

self-fertilisation)or

no (only obligate

outcrossing plants)

Polyploidy Biolflor** Yes or no

Period of

naturalisation

Standaardlijst* 16 and 17th, 18th,

19th century,

1900–1925,

1925–1950

Origin Standaardlijst* European or

non-European

Human use Biobase– Yes or no

References of the databases: *(Tamis et al., 2004) �(Klimešová &

Klimeš, 2006) �(Hill et al., 1999) §(Van der Meijden, 2005), –(CBS,

2003), **(Klotz et al., 2002).

Invasiveness at regional and local scales
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Comparative methods with species have to account for a

phylogenetic correction, because closely related species share

many morphological, physiological and ecological traits due to

their common evolutionary history. To deal with this phylo-

genetic non-independence we used the method following

Desdevises et al., 2003 (also used by Küster et al., 2008; Milbau

& Stout, 2008; Dawson et al., 2009; Pyšek et al., 2009). This

method produces a distance matrix from a phylogenetic tree,

counting the number of branches between each pair of species.

We constructed a phylogenetic tree with the Phylomatic online

tool (Webb & Donoghue, 2007), which plots inserted species

against a master tree. From this matrix we calculated principal

coordinates (PCoA’s), to allow their use as covariates in the

analysis that account for phylogenetic non-independence The

first five PCoA’s, which accounted for 98% of the variation in

the distance matrix, were tested for significant relations with

the regional abundance and local dominance. Only the first

PCoA related significantly to regional abundance, whereas no

PCoA related to any version of the frequency of local

dominance measurement. This first PCoA was introduced

into the model for regional frequency as a covariate to

investigate how this affected the outcome.

RESULTS

The minimal adequate model for predicting regional frequency

of exotic plant species differed substantially from the models

that predicted their frequency of local dominance (Table 2, see

also Fig. 1). Therefore, our hypothesis that regional frequency

and frequency of local dominance of exotic plants are

predicted best by using different plant traits, still holds. When

we used the data on local dominance prior to expert

judgement, the model was based on a (to some extent)

different set of traits than when accounting for expert

judgement.

The minimal adequate model for explaining regional

frequency included seven plant traits (Table 2a). The plant

species that were regionally frequent had a longer flowering

period, were used by humans, polyploids, non-European

species, species that had naturalised longer ago, and also

therophytes (annuals). On the other hand, hemicryptophytes

(perennial plants that bear their overwintering buds at soil

level) were less often regionally frequent (Table S2a in

Supporting Information). This model explained 31.8% of the

variation. Height and origin were the most important predic-

tors. When these predictors were deleted, the model lost 8.0%

and 7.5% in explained variation, respectively. When compar-

ing this best model to the other top ten models produced by

the model selection procedure, we found six out of seven

factors in the best model to be incorporated in all other

models. The factor human use was not persistently incorpo-

rated into the models, however, it was incorporated in seven of

the top ten models.

The minimal adequate model for the frequency of local

dominance based on the data prior to expert judgement

included three plant traits (Table 2b) and explained 14.1% of

the variation. Similar to regional frequency this model

contained life form and origin as predictors. However, these

traits explained frequency of local dominance in a different

direction, as geophytes (perennial plants that propagate by

means of buds below the soil surface) were less often dominant

than the other life forms (see Table S2c). Moreover, plant

species originating from elsewhere in Europe were more often

dominant than plant species originating from outside Europe.

Lateral vegetative spread was positively related to frequency of

local dominance.

When using the frequency of local dominance data following

expert judgement, the minimal adequate model included two

plant traits (Table 2c) and explained 9.1% of the variation.

Similar to regional frequency, this model contained period of

naturalisation as a predictor. A longer time present in The

Netherlands related to enhanced regional frequency, however,

it related to reduced frequency of local dominance. The second

trait in this model was lateral vegetative spread. Exotics that

exerted lateral vegetative spread were more often dominant

than non-vegetative spreading plant species. This conclusion

also holds when the model for frequency of local dominance

was based on the original data. All top ten models incorporated

lateral vegetative spread, whereas eight out of ten models also

incorporated period of introduction.

We found no correlation between the frequency of local

dominance and regional frequency (P = 0.517, Spearman’s

r = 0.062) when considering the dataset prior to expert

judgement. However, when using the dataset according to

expert judgement, there was a positive correlation between the

frequency of local dominance and regional frequency, although

quite a large part of the variation remained unexplained

(P = 0.005, Spearman’s r = 0.279, Fig. 2).

Phylogenetic relatedness had an effect only on the regional

frequency. None of the principal coordinates related to

frequency of local dominance. For regional frequency, phylo-

genetic relatedness only had a minor effect on all explanatory

variables and most variables decreased in explained variation

after correcting for phylogenetic relatedness (Table 2a).

DISCUSSION

Our results clearly show that the models explaining regional

frequency and the frequency of local dominance varied in the

traits that were associated with each scale of observation. There

was one factor that contributed to the prediction of both the

regional frequency and frequency of local dominance, however,

in an opposite direction: period of naturalisation was positively

correlated to regional frequency, but negatively correlated to

frequency of local dominance. Further, we found only a weak

relation between regional frequency and frequency of local

dominance. Data show that some species with high frequency

of local dominance have low regional frequency and vice versa.

Therefore, our hypothesis that different factors relate to

regional frequency than to local dominance still holds. The

implication of these results is that estimates of exotic plant

invasiveness based on regional frequency occurrence may not

T. A. A. Speek et al.
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be indicative of their local impact, as not all species that

become regionally frequent have the potential to become often

locally dominant. This is important information for invasion

ecologists, conservation biologists and risk assessors, because it

emphasizes the need of data on local dominance of invasive

exotic plant species in order to be able to focus conservation

and risk control measures.

Local dominance data

A major limitation of many invasiveness studies is that

databases, especially there is a shortage of data on local

dominance. Our analysis revealed that such data need to be

collected and analyzed with care. Even when using a detailed

database as available on local plant community composition in

The Netherlands, it remained difficult to obtain representative

estimates of local dominance of plant species. We showed that

using the recorded frequencies of local dominances may be

confounded by observer preferences to avoid heavily invaded

plots. Such selectivity can affect analysis which plant traits

contribute to predicting frequency of local dominance, as the

database analysis after expert judgment resulted in slightly

different traits predicting frequency of local dominance.

Moreover, the relation between the regional frequency and

frequency of local dominance was significant only when using

the frequency of local dominance data accounting for expert

judgement.

Plant traits and scale

The traits that relate to invasiveness at regional and local

scales may not typically indicate the processes that are of

importance at each scale. We had assumed competition-

related traits to be of most importance at the local scale and

dispersal-related traits to be of most importance at the

regional scale. Height and polyploidy correlate well with

regional frequency in our study, as well as in other studies

(Lloret et al., 2004; van Kleunen et al., 2009; Pyšek et al.,

Table 2 Factors in the minimal adequate model explaining (a) regional frequency of exotic plant species in the Netherlands (1x1 km2 grid

cell frequency), frequency of local dominance (frequency of minimum coverage of ten percent when plant is present in local plot) from

original data (b) and frequency of local dominance modified by expert opinions (c)

Factor

Before phylogenetic correction After phylogenetic correction

d.f. Estimate P R2-adjusted (%) d.f. Estimate P R2-adjusted (%)

(a) Regional frequency*

Phylogenetic covariate 1 0.01 0.579 )0.4

Life-form 3 0.014 5.3 3 0.024 4.6

Hemicryptophytes )0.53 )0.53

Geophytes )0.52 )0.52

Phanerophytes )0.40 )0.40

Height 1 0.72 < 0.001 8.0 1 0.72 0.001 7.0

Length flowering season 1 4.48 0.024 2.8 1 4.48 0.038 2.4

Polyploidy 1 0.27 0.044 4.8 1 0.27 0.041 2.2

Origin 1 )0.49 < 0.001 7.5 1 )0.49 0.001 6.8

Period of introduction 1 )0.16 0.073 1.5 1 )0.16 0.106 1.2

Human use 1 0.22 0.155 0.7 1 0.22 0.171 0.6

Factor d.f Estimate P R2-adjusted (%)

(b) Frequency of local dominance from original data�
Life-form 3 0.003 9.5

Hemicryptophytes )0.43

Geophytes )1.41

Phanerophytes )0.18

Vegetative lateral spread 1 0.49 0.025 3.4

Origin 1 0.36 0.065 2.0

(c) Frequency of local dominance modified by expert opinion�
Vegetative lateral spread 1 0.55 0.005 9.1

Period of introduction 1 0.23 0.058 2.4

*The R2-adjusted for the full minimal adequate model is 31.8% before phylogenetic correction and 31.4% after phylogenetic correction. The estimates

of the different attributes of life-form are all tested against the life-form therophytes.

�The R2-adjusted for the full minimal adequate model is 14.1%. We found no effect of phylogeny. The estimates of the different attributes of life-form

are all tested against the life-form therophytes.

�The R2-adjusted for the full minimal adequate model is 9.1%. We found no effect of phylogeny.
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2009), however, height and polyploidy have been assumed to

relate to competitive power (Soltis & Soltis, 2000; Grime,

2002), which is crucial for frequency of local plant

dominance. Specifically on the regional scale, we expected

a role for long distance dispersal, but did not find it in the

final model. These results indicate that there is a need for

more information on traits that may help to predict which

exotic plants can become invasive at the local scale and at

the regional scale in order to facilitate conservation and risk

assessment, as well as to better understand which factors

promote plant invasion at various spatial scales.

Introduction factors and scale

Besides plant traits we also accounted for other factors,

including period of naturalisation as an estimate of residence

time. As in many other studies (Pyšek et al., 2004; Hamilton

et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2007; Milbau & Stout, 2008;

Bucharova & van Kleunen, 2009; Gassó et al., 2009) we found

that species with a longer residence time are more widespread.

Interestingly, in our analysis frequency of local dominance

declined with residence time. This might indicate that exotic

plants that first gained advantage over their neighbours, for

example by enemy release, lose this advantage over time

(Lankau et al., 2009; Diez et al., 2010). Otherwise, this

observed relationship could be due to other factors confound-

ing with residence time (Pyšek et al., 2003).

Human use is an anthropogenic factor that we included as

an estimate of propagule pressure of exotic species. We found

human use to be important only in explaining regional

frequency and it explained only a minor part, compared to the

others factors in our analysis. Several studies have emphasized

the importance of studying propagule pressure in invasion

ecology (Foxcroft et al., 2004; Lockwood et al., 2005, 2009;
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species in The Netherlands (1 · 1 km2 grid cell frequency) and
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minimum coverage of ten percent when exotic plant species are

present in local plots). The data are based on database analyses,

following expert judgements of the frequency of local dominance

data.
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Figure 1 Regional frequency (a and c)

and frequency of local dominance (b and

d) of exotic plant species in The Nether-

lands for the factors origin (a and b) and

vegetative lateral spread (c and d). The

lower and upper boundaries of the boxes

represent the 25th and 75th percentile

respectively, the whiskers represent the

10th and the 90th percentile, the line in the

box represents the median, the dots are

outliers. The median for the frequency of

local dominance of species of European

origin falls together with the lower

boundary of that box. Frequency of local

dominance data are the data after modi-

fication by expert judgement. Analysis and

graphs show that factors that explain

patterns on one scale may not necessarily

explain patterns on the other scale.
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Colautti et al., 2006; Bucharova & van Kleunen, 2009).

Nevertheless, some studies considering propagule pressure

found no important effect on invasiveness. This might be

explained by the fact that it correlated strongly with other

explanatory variables (Hanspach et al., 2008) or because the

estimate for propagule pressure might not be an accurate

surrogate for this factor (Dawson et al., 2009).

Non-European exotic plant species had higher regional

frequency in the Netherlands than exotics that originate

from Europe. The same observation has been made also

across Mediterranean islands (Lloret et al., 2004). This might

be related, at least to some extent, to more complete enemy

release, provided that this enhances regional spread. Intui-

tively, species that overcome a large barrier might benefit

more from the release from enemies than species that move

within the same continent, as their enemies may co-migrate.

However, previous studies show that both exotic plant

species from within and between continents do not differ in

their invasive properties (Engelkes et al., 2008) and that

exotic species originating from the same continent can

escape from soil-borne enemies (van Grunsven et al., 2007,

2010). However, an effect of enemy release was expected to

be of importance on frequency of local dominance, instead

of on regional frequency. Another explanation may be that

species sharing less evolutionary history with native species

(which is often assumed for species from other continents)

encounter more empty niches, as is suggested by Darwin’s

naturalisation hypothesis (Thuiller et al., 2010). This

might explain why we found an effect of origin on the

regional frequency, but not on the frequency of local

dominance.

CONCLUSIONS

Our conclusion that regional frequency of exotic plant species

does not show a strong correlation with their local dominance

has important implications for conservation and risk assess-

ment of exotic invaders. As local impacts depend on local

dominance (Grime, 1998), conservation efforts based on

regional frequencies only will overestimate widespread, but

locally non-dominant plant species. On the other hand,

conservation efforts might miss those exotic plant species that

occur less frequently regionally, but which can become locally

dominant. Further, we conclude that this scale issue also

matters for predicting which plant species become invasive.

Plant traits and other factors that correlate well with regional

frequency of exotic plant species differ, at least to some extent,

from traits that correlate with local plant dominance. Thus,

risk management and prevention based only on traits predict-

ing regional spread will easily overlook traits that are

important for predicting invasiveness at the local scale.

Therefore, assessing the potential invasiveness of introduced

exotic plant species requires multilevel assessments including a

variety of plant traits and other factors, such as origin and

residence time to be used at datasets on both regional

frequency and local dominance.
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